
STANDING ON THE SIDE OF LOVE 

2017 YEAR-END-REVIEW



You, spirit of love, are with us now in this Big Moment. 

The campaign win, the campaign fail, the direct action, the counterprotest, the legal victory, the 

legal loss, the vigil, the murder, the detention, the disaster. 

Help us to be patient when everyone wants to know what now. 

Help us to remember that we are clear. We have a moral compass. We are not alone. We are 

love. 

Even when there are seven facebook events. And we have not made any of them. 

Even when the old divisions fester. 

Even when the new divisions grow. 

Even when the vision wavers. 

Even when the leaders are exhausted. 

Even when the media is awful. 

Even when we forgot a huge thing. 

Every Big Moment, no matter how cute later. 

Was a Big Mess. 

We’re grateful that we got this far. That we built what we have. That we are who we are. That 

we have the skills we have. 

Help us to pay attention to possibility. 

Grieve, mourn, tap out. 

Celebrate, share gratitudes, gather strength. 

Hold vision. 

Lean on the ancestors. 

Ask for help. 

Eat food. 

Drink water. 

Hold the vision.  

As we enter 2018, we are looking back and casting visions forward. We are charting the work of 

Standing on the Side of Love in 2017 and scanning ahead for what is coming. We invite you to join in 

celebrating, reflecting, and making ready. We’ve gotten into graphs as a way to visualize our work 

and are inviting you into the fun! Check out those and some moments from our work from 2017 in 

our year-end-review here.

adrienne maree brown, in the book Emergent Strategy, which we have taken much wisdom and 

guidance from this year writes, “the role of organizers in an ecosystem is to be earthworms, 

processing and aerating soil, making fertile ground out of the nutrients of sunlight, water, and 

everything that dies, to nurture the next cycle of life. all that has come before is in the soil which now 

yields the movement to counter wall street and the systems of capitalism and create a new economy 

of relationships, a new society of care and respect. in that paradigm there is no failure. everything we 

attempt, everything we DO, is either growing up as its roots go deeper, or it’s decomposing, leaving 

its lessons in the soil for the next attempt.” 

May your roots grow deep or decompose whichever is needed, always leaving those lessons in the 

soil, the ground more fertile for whatever comes. 

Prayer for a Big Moment By Rev. Elizabeth Nguyen



2017 MOMENTS

JAN

MAR

Spiritual Solace webinar featuring groups 

including Mijente, M4BL, MPower and SONG 

Pre- and Post-Women's March webinars with 

Lena K Gardner and BLUU 

Solidarity ministry support begins with UU Church 

Bismarck-Mandan, MUUSJA and Elizabeth 

Nguyen

Assist in curating Expanded Sanctuary resource 

Support Expanded Sanctuary gathering with 

Mijente 

Caitlin Breedlove leaves as Campaign Director

APR

AUG

Rev. Elizabeth joins as Spiritual Sustenance Advisor

Love Resists conscience calls begin 

Nora logistical collaboration for GA with BLUU 

MUUSJA Retreat & workshops 

MAY

JUNE
GROW Racial Justice Training 

General Assembly 

Charlottesville Actions and Support

SEP
Launch bi-weekly three dot messages 

Civil Disobedience for clergy at Auburn Seminary 

Record new episodes of Fortification for 2018

Rev. Elizabeth joins full-time as Senior Strategist

OCT Fortification Season 2 drops 

NOV

DEC

FEB
30 Days of Love 2017

Prepare for our new name 

Plan for 2018 & beyond!
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As we enter this New Year, consider mapping how you spent your time in 2017 and some of your deepest 

desires for 2018. We understand our work can bump directly into the contradictions of placing these on a binary 

- but try mapping what you did last year and what you're visioning for your justice work in the year ahead. 

rESPONDING TO 

NEEDS NOW

lower risk

HIGHER RISK HIGHER RISK

lower risk



Last year was a time of great loss and powerful creation. Old relationships were tested - some grew and 

some ended. New relationships were created and transformed the work of our communities and our faith. 

We hope that your year is off to a good start and look forward to building with you in the times ahead. 

 

We've created a playlist with some of our favorite songs - both soothing and energizing - for 2018. Check 

it out here: bit.ly/happy_2018_ 

It may be time to say no to others 

To say yes to myself 

To recognize that what once made sense may now be senseless 

That with new growth also comes shedding 

That winter can invite me 

into myself 

into our commitments 

into that which is most sacred 

The opportunity of regeneration 

To make something new and different 

To be something new and different 

To leave behind that which no longer serves 

To center that which brings joy, clarity, purpose and connection 

And nourish the seedlings 

As we prepare for spring times ahead 

PRAYER TO BE SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT Nora Rasman

With love and solidarity, 

elizabeth and nora

Rev. Elizabeth Nguyen, Senior Advisor 

Nora Rasman, Campaign Manager

http://bit.ly/happy_2018_

